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Vincent Fecteau lives in San Francisco, and this eponymous show – his first
here in over 15 years – is something of a homecoming. Fecteau typically
works in small series, and on the smaller side; none of these seven works – all
untitled and from 2019 – are over 90 cm. For each, he made models in resin
clay by hand, which were then scanned and enlarged into high-density foam
armatures, which he covered and shaped with papier-mâché. They are accompanied by a suite of large-format photographs by the artist’s friend, Lutz
Bacher, who died this past May. Over the years, Fecteau would send Bacher
pictures of objects or situations that were ‘so Lutz’, some of which the artist
converted into works herself. (The two friends planned to include these pieces
Glück, Robert. “Sculptor Vincent Fecteau’s Melancholy Toys.” Frieze, October 4, 2019.

in the show before Bacher passed.) Like Fecteau, Bacher was a shy, illusive artist. The
images depict a little girl in a blue dress. First, I respond automatically, a little annoyed
by the generic emptiness of family snapshots of an adorable child. Next the rug is
pulled out from under me as I feel their illegibility and the loss of context. Is she falling
or jumping? Are they tears or laughter? Finally, I see that she wears an expression of
surprisingly comprehending dejection. Who would photograph a child on the verge of
tears? – a question which only makes her sadness and isolation more real.
Fecteau’s seven sculptures invite thoughts of habitation. To the fantasy of which one
I would like to own, I add which one would I like to inhabit. That is, in choosing what
I like about them, I choose where I want to live. With the notion of habitation, the
question of scale enters, a question amplified by the anonymity of the materials. These
objects, like architecture maquettes, could scale as small as a shoebox or large as the
326-metre-high Salesforce Tower – San Francisco’s tallest building. Blocky rectangles
support biomorphic forms, draped and bulging. Are they mock-ups for Middle Earth
lodges? Some look like they have been turned inside out, jumbles of pipes and tubes
on the exterior for example, stairs climbing down a sloping roof, interior levels visible
through portals and rifts. They are stolid and fragile. Cubist jumbles? More like brutalist
doll houses.
These untitled works are painted ambiguous colors: scraped and sanded blues, grays
and tertiary violets, but a forlorn yellow holds the room together. It looks like Aztec
Sand or some other bleak stucco pigment faded by the sun. Scraps are attached or
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screwed in, eye-bolts from the hardware store, wood scraps, bits of raffia and burlap.
Fecteau tucked a bow of black burlap ribbon under a ledge, and he sometimes leaves
the paper of the papier-mâché unpainted in nooks and crannies. I found myself arguing against the little twigs and fluff that seem to have blown haphazardly onto the
stolid shapes, but then realized I was looking at an awkward perfection, a conversation
between heaviness and weightlessness. I am reminded of the artist Jess’s description of
his own work: ‘Contradictory perspectives.’
At any rate, Fecteau’s work often resists description and describing the interaction of
volumes may be beside the point. Critics have long excused the difficulty of writing
about these works by comparing him to everyone under the sun, even Vija Celmins,
but he and Celmins describe their art-making in surprisingly similar ways. Fecteau
might have said, but Celmins did say (in Surface, a 2018 video on the SFMOMA site),
‘Sometimes I think the only part that is of any value is the making itself … you’re making something that is basically unsayable.’ Two other artists who make sense to me are
also makers of small sculptures, Ron Nagle and Kenneth Price: Nagle for his dreamy
intimate matte and glossy composite sculptures, Price for his small monumentality and
his invitation to consider the inner and outer spaces of sculpture.
Discussions about Fecteau’s work – the catalog for this exhibition, for example – often
focus on the fact that they are abstract, and there is a certain anxiety about the nature
of their abstraction. Jess called the abstract work of his time ‘Romantic landscapes’,
and I think that makes sense for Fecteau, if you change landscape to environment.
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Jess assigns to abstraction the emotions one might feel entering a sublime landscape,
minus the plot line. By Romantic, I think he means the irrational tradition in art – magic,
intuition, obsession, feelings of awe and terror. Fecteau invites me into the void, in
the friendliest manner. But these sculptures don’t seem to be explorations of materiality – any more than a dollhouse is. I entertain the idea that Fecteau’s sculptures are
the melancholy toys of the child in Bacher’s photographs. The washed-out blue of her
dress seems to relate outward. Are they the homes for her sadness, or perhaps of her
ghosts?
It seems to me that it’s difficult to describe – or justify – one’s enthusiasm for Fecteau’s
art, because it falls into a special category of obsession. Instead of developing narratives and critical frames, it returns the viewer to questions of faith, like Josephine’s existential songs from Kafka’s 1924 short story, ‘Josephine the Singer, or the Mouse Folk’.
Why make this mark, why organize the world into a series of impinging geometric and
organic shapes? These sculptures are not exactly building a narrative, but they continually make the first decision; that is, the decision to exist at all.
Fecteau was the studio assistant of Nayland Blake in the early ’90s, when Blake lived
in San Francisco. Blake exerted a profound influence on this city. Many of his works are
environments constructed of found, glaringly purchased and humble materials. Fecteau’s art happens to be calmer, but the two artists share a sensibility – I would call it a
feeling of vertigo before the act of creation, a feeling that substitutes for a kind of faith.
Fecteau expresses this in his attitude and in the contradictory perspectives of his work.
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What is this question of faith? Belief exists, but it is belief without a subject. One might
be tempted to say faith in art or truth, but I am not sure. More like the hard-won yet
tentative belief that the sun will rise tomorrow. After all, if you make an environment,
you believe that someone will inhabit it, even if that someone is a ghost. I am reminded of a Dylan Thomas passage from many years ago: ‘I read somewhere of a shepherd
who, when asked why he made, from within fairy rings, ritual observances to the moon
to protect his flocks, replied: “I’d be a damn’ fool if I didn’t!”’
‘Vincent Fecteau’ continues at CCA Wattis Institute for Contemporary Arts, San Francisco, USA, through 9 November 2019.
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Interview

Vincent Fecteau
“I like the idea of the grand gesture
that’s made with the humblest stuff”
by Ross Simonini
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In the summer I visited Vincent Fecteau at
his home in San Francisco, the city in which
he’s spent his entire career as an artist. His
walls feature works by B. Wurtz and Peter
Saul, as well as an ecstatic finger-painting by
a little-known local named Tomiko Ishiwatari.
Fecteau serves as a volunteer art teacher at
a long-term’care facility and Ishiwatari had
been one of his most enthusiastic students.
Fecteau takes pleasure in resisting the conventions of the professional art life – where he
lives, what he looks at, how he thinks and when
he works. Born in 1969 in the town of Islip on
Long Island, New York, he majored in painting
at Wesleyan University, in Connecticut, and then
quickly walked away from two-dimensional
media. Even now he doesn’t draw, not even as
preparatory work. He says he prefers the tactility of sculpture and the slippery nature of the
360-degree object, which can’t fully be perceived
from any single perspective. Fittingly, he spent
several years working as a florist.
In the mid-1990s, when he began exhibiting,
his work was primarily rooted in collage: small
dioramas of haunted domestic interiors. Soon
after, he developed his characteristic sculptures.
These compact, evocative forms are built up
slowly, in layers of papier-mâché, and painted
in rich, matt colours. While his objects are
relatively uniform in size and material, they
can look alternately dense and fluid, architectural and corporeal.
In all his work, Fecteau embraces the impermanence of ordinary stuff and has maintained
a remarkable consistency throughout his career.
With humble materials – shoeboxes, found
photos, wicker baskets – he makes the kind
of bold, modernist gestures that are usually
cast in heavy metals. While the work can appear
austere, Fecteau’s process is torturous and emotionally draining. To maintain his sanity, he
likes to keep his production level low: usually
no more than eight works every 18 months.
Fecteau and I spoke in his studio, a bedroomsize space in the basement of his home. When
I arrived, the room was tidy and bare, with two
large worktables and little else. He had recently
sent his newest body of work (dark, monochromatic, almost gothic sculptures) for a show
at Greengrassi in London; but other than some
drippings on the floor, there was no sign of art.
This seemed to please him. “An empty studio”,
he told me, “is the best time in the studio.”
ROSS SIMONINI Living in San Francisco,
you’re separated from the mainstream artworld. Was that a choice?
VINceNt Fecteau It wasn’t initially, but
I don’t think I could live in New York now.
Growing up on Long Island I always assumed

I’d eventually live in Manhattan, but when
I moved there for a summer, to intern for
Hannah Wilke, I couldn’t handle it… It was
just too much for me. Sometimes I even think
this city is too much.
RS You came straight here from Wesleyan.
VF Yeah. I’ve lived here since 1991.
RS Do you have an art community here?
VF I do. There are a lot of great artists here.
RS It’s significant that you stayed in the Bay
Area. Most artists can’t maintain a career here.
They leave.
VF I was able to do it because I got early support
from people outside of the Bay Area: Hudson
[the founder of Feature Inc.] in New York and
Cornelia Grassi in London. I have plenty of
friends who have left, because it can be difficult
to show outside of San Francisco if you live here.
And it’s very difficult to have a sustaining ‘career’
if you don’t show outside of San Francisco.

“I experience the process as
flailing, searching blindly
in the dark, hoping that
something starts to make
sense. When it does, it usually
comes as a surprise, like it
didn’t come from me… and
then I know it’s finished”
RS The Bay Area creates singular artists –
Bruce Conner, David Ireland, Lutz Bacher…
VF When I first moved here, I came to do aIDS
activism with act uP. And then I realised why
San Francisco was so appealing: it was a bit
off the radar, which interested me, it was close
to amazing natural beauty and it had a high
tolerance for freaks and difference of all kinds.
I worked for Nayland Blake for a while, but
I wasn’t even sure I wanted to be an artist.
Honestly, I’m still always looking for the
thing that will be more suitable for me than
being an artist.
RS Has anything come close?
VF For several years I’ve been volunteering
with an art programme at a local hospital and
rehabilitation centre in San Francisco, which
I find very rewarding.
RS What would that job be?

facing page Vincent Fecteau

VF I don’t know… psychiatric nurse? Or something like that. I had no idea I was interested in
that kind of work until I started spending time
at the centre. The art programme I work with
is more about facilitating the making of work
than teaching it. I’m really interested in art that
needs to be made and the artists that, despite
sometimes sizeable obstacles, make it. For some
of these artists, there’s no bigger goal than
creating. They may not care about the finished
product or even think of these objects as art,
but they are completely and totally engaged.
I think for some people with compromised
communication abilities it becomes their
primary way of expressing their internal experience and engaging with the world around
them. It’s inspiring.
RS Do you feel that way, making art?
VF Sometimes I do. But there’s so much
outside noise that can get in the way when
artmaking starts looking more like a career.
I actually think the job of the artist is to try
to protect the real or true creative act from
all the other stuff.
RS: What’s the real part?
VF [long pause] I don’t know.
RS The thing you can’t talk about.
VF Yes. Maybe. I find it almost impossible
to articulate. If I understood why, maybe
I wouldn’t have to make anything. Sometimes I find it helpful to think of the work
as simply evidence of an intention, or a desire,
or an impulse. The end result is not that important. Maybe it’s that impulse that is the real
or true part.
RS Does your process start with a feeling, or –
VF Always a feeling. I’m completely interested
in one’s intuition and the unconscious. My
experience of my mind is that it’s an incredibly
chaotic place. Although the end result, the
sculpture, is finite and very specific, that’s not
my experience of the making of it. Which might
be why I don’t really have strong attachments for
pieces after they are finished. I don’t necessarily
recognise them. That said, they must somehow
always feel ‘true’ in the end. I’ve thrown away
stuff even after working on it for months
because it starts to feel false.
RS Do you throw away finished work?
VF No. If I show something, it is finished,
and I accept it for what it is. It would feel
dishonest to deny this thing that I once felt
to be true. As embarrassing as it may be, it’s
still true. Things don’t always turn out ‘great’,
but that’s kind of irrelevant.
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RS Greatness is a small sliver of the human
experience. It would be a shame if that’s all
art could depict.
VF I recently went to Amsterdam and saw the
Van Gogh Museum for the first time. I was so
inspired to see all the missteps and experiments,
the complexity of this relatively short artistic
life. Of course there are those amazing moments
but also many things that were full of difficulty
and struggle and even failure.
RS Have you ever shown work you thought was
a failure at the time?
VF No. Not at the time. In hindsight, of course…
but I’m way too self-conscious to do that. I know
they’re not all perfect, but I believe they are good
enough so as not to completely humiliate me.
RS Do you feel humiliated when you show?
VF Always.
RS Every show?
VF Yes.
RS Me too. I hoped it would go away.
VF I think it gets worse. For me, the desire
to be recognised, to be seen, is inherently
embarrassing. This last show was very painful.
The work in the studio happens over a long
period of time in almost complete privacy,
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and then all of a sudden it’s on public view.
And I’m on public view! It’s shocking.
RS But it has to be done.
VF I fantasise about having a regular job,
where I don’t have to obsess about what
I do when I come home. It’s much less about
‘talent’ than having a drive or obsessiveness
that won’t let up. It takes a real intensity.
Every artist I know is intense.
RS And all this psychological noise is impossible for a nonartist to understand, probably.
VF There’s that scene in Close Encounters of
the Third Kind when Richard Dreyfuss sculpts
Devils Tower out of the mashed potatoes, and
the wife and kids are looking at him, freaked
out and crying. And he says something like,
“I know Daddy’s been acting strange recently…
I’m sorry… I can’t help it… It’s really important.”
That scene really resonated with me. It’s the best
description of being an artist that I’ve ever seen
in a film. And that’s what it’s like: you’re doing
a ridiculous thing, you don’t know why, but
you have to.
RS Is your work dealing directly with that
conflict?
above Untitled, 1998, foamcore,
collage, ink, 10 × 24 × 10 cm. Courtesy Matthew
Marks Gallery, New York & Los Angeles

VF Yes, I never really feel like I have a handle
on the situation. I experience the process as
flailing, searching blindly in the dark, hoping
that something starts to make sense. When it
does, it usually comes as a surprise, like it didn’t
come from me… and then I know it’s finished.
RS It’s a funny idea, that an artwork has to
feel alien to you. It has to be not you. You’d
think artists would feel that the object should
be a pure expression of their self, but it’s the
opposite. It’s about erasing yourself.
VF In a way, but of course it’s still really you.
You can run but you can’t hide.
RS You’re working with vast, abstract ideas,
and yet the materials you use are so modest.
VF Well, on the one hand, it’s just the mashed
potatoes. You use what’s in front of you. And
I like that these little things already exist in the
world. I like the idea of the grand gesture that’s
made with the humblest stuff.
RS It’s easy.
VF And it’s – relatively – easy. I’m not interested
in fighting a medium. Some artists find meaning
in the technical process. I don’t. It’s hard enough.
I’m interested in why something is made more
than how. The sculptures change constantly,
sometimes almost violently, so I’m not really
thinking about engineering or construction.
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above Untitled, 2015,
mixed-media collage, 32 × 24 × 12 cm.
Courtesy Matthew Marks Gallery, New York & Los Angeles
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above Untitled, 1999, foamcore, collage, plastic,
10 × 43 × 38 cm. Courtesy Matthew Marks Gallery,
New York & Los Angeles
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above Untitled, 2000, papier-mâché, burlap,
acrylic, pushpin, toilet paper roll, 32 × 65 × 41 cm.
Courtesy Greengrassi, London
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RS Has your work ever fallen apart after
an exhibition?
VF No. I mean, the collage works are made with
magazine pages, so those are light-sensitive, but
the papier-mâché seems pretty stable.
RS Was collage your first work?
VF Yes. I was interested in all the references
already packed into an art-directed image,
and as a material it was readily available.
But I think spatially, so although I started
with collages, I was soon arranging them
in space. I used foamcore because it was easy
and cheap, and then when I wanted to make
the forms larger and more complex I started
using papier-mâché.
RS From the outside, there seems to be such
a consistent development in your work through
the years.
VF I don’t think about ‘development’. I don’t
believe in the linearity of that kind of thinking.
The thing I was looking for 25 years ago is the
same thing I’m looking for now. In the end,
I think we are relatively simple beings.
RS Do you think in terms of improvement?

VF I’ve tried to stop thinking in terms of good
and bad when working. I’m convinced that the
only relevant judgement to make is whether
or not it’s true. I’m never going to get beyond
my brain or my abilities. My job is to embrace
that fact and dive in.

VF Not really. There’s another step involved,
which is that of the viewer. For the viewer, it’s
all about them. What I respond to in a work
might not have anything to do with what the
artist thought they were doing. I think who the
artist is becomes irrelevant at a certain point.

RS Are you are the same person you’ve always
been?

RS You mentioned the word ‘spirit’. Is art
sacred to you?

VF I think my essential self is the same. One
can change, of course, but I think what is at one’s
core is consistent. A truth? A spirit, maybe?

VF I think about art and religion a lot. I think
they are very similar. I’m very interested in what
it means to have faith. I grew up Catholic,
although I don’t consider myself religious in any
typical sense. I think the problems with religion,
like art, come from the institutions that are
created around them. These institutions were
established with the intent of protecting, but
eventually end up compromising that very thing
they were trying to protect. I think both faith
and art are simultaneously, maybe paradoxically,
incredibly fragile and resilient. And, ultimately,
indestructible.

RS Do you see older artists coming to a greater
understanding of themselves in their work?
VF I’m not sure it’s an understanding as much
as acceptance and maybe celebration. There’s a
lot we can do with what we have. It’s a beautiful
thing to embrace and celebrate one’s limitations.
RS Do you tend to like artists if you enjoy
their work?
VF Not necessarily. There are definitely people
whose work I liked but have been disappointed
when I actually met them.
RS Does that seem like a contradiction, if
the work is an expression of their interior?

An exhibition of work by Vincent Fecteau is on
view at Matthew Marks North Orange Grove,
Los Angeles, through 29 September
Ross Simonini is an artist and writer living in
New York and California

above Vincent Fecteau, 2018
(installation view at Greengrassi, London).
Courtesy the artist and Greengrassi, London
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above Untitled, 2010,
papier-mâché, acrylic paint, 76 × 71 × 43 cm.
Courtesy the artist and Greengrassi, London
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Vincent Fecteau’s sculptures feel
intimate but conflicted. Elegant in
form but grimy in finish, his painted
papier-mâché sculptures and
photographic collage creations are
painstakingly handmade—obvious
in their materiality yet cagey in
their references. Fecteau works by
slow, attentive exploration, and
his untitled papier-mâché and
collage series (from 2016 and 2014,
respectively) at Matthew Marks
Gallery in Los Angeles recall car
parts, animal carcasses, or gradeschool dioramas gone wrong—as
if Fecteau found the pieces in
fragments on the side of the road
baking in the sun, and tried to fix
them as best he could. The results
are arrestingly but uneasily alluring; the sculptures’ abstract, irregular bends and hidden
crevices seem like comfortable places to hide, until they abruptly give way to hard drops and
open expanses as viewers circle them.
Ultimately, Fecteau’s sculptures are charming in their illogic—there’s a breathy fragility to their
heavy but hollow forms, vaguely scaled to the body—and are relatable for anyone who’s ever lost
a spark, or had intense feelings suddenly dissolve into confusing apathy. His work is affecting
in its restraint: Fecteau doesn’t give you everything at once, whether by hiding certain textures
Jen, Alex. “Vincent Fecteau.” The Brooklyn Rail, September 4, 2018.

on the side or back of a sculpture, or choosing found and taken photographs for a collage that
depict something familiar but still unrecognizable. The sparse, thoughtful installation also adds
an air of uncanny mystery. Each papier-mâché sculpture is positioned on a simple pedestal,
paired with a tiny wall collage nearby—the space around the works, coupled with the bright,
curious details in each piece, pulls you in close to appreciate their careful craft.
Untitled (2014) layers photographs of what seem like building ruins, an ad for sleeping bags,
and a picture frame with its picture cut out; this last image tilts out diagonally, and a thin piece
of cardboard wraps around and holds the collage together like a skin. A popsicle stick extends
erect from behind the cut-out frame, pushing out over the cardboard, so formally in-your-face
it feels cheeky and suggestive. The red, bulbous material in the background image of building
ruins could equally be spray foam insulation or the roof of some stranger’s mouth, and this
uncertainty makes the work all the more risky and exciting.
Fecteau often uses photographs of lonely rooms with overdone decor throughout his collages,
creating spaces that feign hominess but are really just cold and artificial. Every detail in
Fecteau’s collages is so considered and nimbly assembled—in a different untitled work from
2014, a dark photograph of a waiting room or airport boarding gate is doubled and seamlessly
joined, the silver armrests of each chair glinting deep into the dark. The picture is cut off at the
top by a flat metal bar with nylon pulled through it and tucked neatly behind the collage; it looks
safe and preventative, but maybe is just repressive.

Jen, Alex. “Vincent Fecteau.” The Brooklyn Rail, September 4, 2018.

While Fecteau’s collages depict empty spaces and only suggest what once happened in them,
his papier-mâché sculptures give material form to activities’ traces—they are shadows made
to stay longer. A bodily association permeates the sculptures, and I think of how the work was
made: Gooey strips first laid over each other, then left to harden and slathered with paint.
Trembling ridges are traced by frayed rope, sometimes so covered in papier-mâché and paint
they lose their definition—appearing like the outlines of someone’s collarbone, pressing up out
of a gently pulsing sculpture. Other times, a scumble of pink or blue paint, or a dirty black stain
seems to hide beneath or cling to the surface, making the forms feel more natural and honest.
Untitled (2016) perches like a vulture. It is painted solid black, with certain edges poking out
sharply while other curves shy away into pockets that recall the folds and ridges of your ear.
On the opposite side, two pieces of cardboard, lightly sprayed with yellow paint, jut out like
tensed shoulder blades. A piece of rope dangles down the center of the sculpture but just rests
languidly, glued in place—never to swing or twist or bind again.
Papier-mâché—the act of using glue, something usually intermediary, ancillary, and rarely
seen—to create sculptures with such real presence is reaffirming. Fecteau’s sculptures are like
stand-ins for bodies and identities in limbo—giving the insecure and immaterial something
to hold onto. Another sculpture, Untitled (2016), is painted an even tan, until it is suddenly
interrupted by a messy dash of midnight blue that threatens to spread. But this work has a
more literal element than the others: adhered to a little slope of the sculpture is a toilet paper
roll, smooshed and kinked in two different directions. It’s a piece of trash, no different from
Fecteau’s other found materials; but here, he’s made no attempt to camouflage or shape the roll
into another form—it’s just glued on brashly, almost as an afterthought. A phantom limb, an
abject remnant full of pain and joy—similar to a proud, gaping hole left from being punched in
the teeth—added on just so you remember how plain and real the sculpture really is.
All of Fecteau’s sculpture is characterized by this in-between feeling; something tender but
cautious, nervous but sure. The works engage viewers in a back and forth, making them wait—
they offer coy suggestions of their meanings while simultaneously shrouding them. They are
playing a game similar to the one we undertake when we meet someone for the first time, and
withholding some information, don’t reveal everything—particularly the intense parts—about
ourselves yet.

Jen, Alex. “Vincent Fecteau.” The Brooklyn Rail, September 4, 2018.
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Vincent Fecteau is a master of disguise. His sculptures, about the size of a carry-on suitcase, are poised on clean white pedestals in the perfectly proportioned Matthew Marks
Gallery in Hollywood. At first glance, or worse, in a jpeg online, they appear to be cast of
some sort of dulled metal. That is Fecteau’s slight of hand.

Drohojowska-Philp, Hunter. “Vincent Fecteau at Matthew Marks.” KCRW ‒ NPR, August 23, 2018.

Each is actually made of papier maché, the stuff of elementary school craft projects.
Their apparent weight is an illusion but the artist embeds an occasional clue. A sculpture from 2016 is a deep earthy taupe cut with chasms of negative space. Yet, on one
end, as if to belie its modernist heft, the artist affixed two thin strips of tartan ribbon. As
with any magic act, the effect is both startling and wonderful.

Fecteau’s sculptures are both rectinlinear and not. As David Pagel observed in the L.A.
Times, they refer to the severe boxes made by Donald Judd and the generous curvature
of Henry Moore depending upon where you might be standing to look at them. Carefully
placed to relate to one another, each sculpture also connects to a small collage relief on
the wall.
These, too, are rather odd, combining photographs of architecture or decorative arts
details with three-dimensional materials like a piece of ribbon or white cord or scrap of
wood. (In fact, I was initially intrigued by the fact that the announcement of his show arrived as folded book of postcards, in itself something that hasn’t arrived in the mailbox in
a decade or so.)

Drohojowska-Philp, Hunter. “Vincent Fecteau at Matthew Marks.” KCRW ‒ NPR, August 23, 2018.

Fecteau, born in 1969 in Islip, N.Y., has a B.A. from Wesleyan University but now lives and
works in San Francisco. Though he hasn’t shown in this country for four years and not
in L.A. for fifteen, he has had a number of impressive museum shows and was a winner
the the 2016 MacArthur award, known as the “genius grant.” Yet, an essential humility
seems to reside within his sculptures, a quality of great appeal in our era of excess.

Drohojowska-Philp, Hunter. “Vincent Fecteau at Matthew Marks.” KCRW ‒ NPR, August 23, 2018.

In an Ocula online interview, he makes what is today such a rare declaration that I quote
it in its entirety: “I would like to encourage people to just look and trust their intuition.
People are much more visually astute than they often give themselves credit for. It’s a
failure of our art institutions that people don’t feel like that have some inherent ability to
appreciate art.”
That shouldn’t be the case for anyone viewing this very special exhibition. The show
continues through Sept. 29.

Drohojowska-Philp, Hunter. “Vincent Fecteau at Matthew Marks.” KCRW ‒ NPR, August 23, 2018.
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A

t a time when we streamline and oversimplify messages into tweets, it’s exhilarating to
come across the five untitled sculptures and five untitled collages in Vincent Fecteau’s
untitled exhibition at Matthew Marks Gallery. Each of the San Francisco-based artist’s
works is a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.

Fecteau’s nearly monochromatic sculptures look like the offspring of works by Henry Moore and Donald
Judd. The curves and crannies of the former combine with the angular austerity of the latter in ways that
make no sense logically but work visually — often beautifully.

Pagel, David. “The sculptural riddles of Vincent Fecteau: What, exactly, do you see?” Los Angeles Times,
August 11, 2018.

Size matters, but not in ways you’d expect. Resting horizontally on individual pedestals, Fecteau’s 3-D
abstractions are pint-sized versions of typical works by Moore and Judd. The diminutive renditions are too
small to go toe-to-toe with their forebears yet too big to be models or maquettes.
From a distance, each appears to be made of bronze or steel. From up close, you see that Fecteau has used
papier-mâché, cardboard, rope, ribbon and acrylic paint. More common to grade-school arts and crafts
projects than to modern industrial production — and 20th century sculpture — his materials make his art
more accessible, even user-friendly.
His collages, no bigger than a phone or tablet, bring images into the mix. But his cut-and-paste depictions
of various household items provide few clues as to what his works might mean. Instead, they intensify the
irresolution at the heart of his art, whose taut compositions amplify their indecipherability.

Pagel, David. “The sculptural riddles of Vincent Fecteau: What, exactly, do you see?” Los Angeles Times,
August 11, 2018.

To circumnavigate one brown sculpture is to feel as if you are looking at a farming tool, a Picasso portrait,
the stage set for an avant-garde play and, finally, a cartoon character. To walk around a black sculpture with
soft yellow highlights is to see the facade of a house, a ship’s anchor, the silhouette of the screaming figure
in Munch’s famous painting and a Lynn Chadwick sculpture.
A coherent story line is nowhere to be found. Connecting the dots is pointless. Certainty falls by the
wayside. Knowledge is not all it’s cracked up to be.
In the core of your being, Fecteau fuels the conflict between wanting to know something and knowing that
there is nothing to know.
That may be maddening. But it’s also profoundly satisfying — and, more often than not, true.
Matthew Marks Gallery, 1062 N. Orange Grove, L.A. Through Sept. 29; closed Sundays and Mondays.
(323) 654-1830, www.matthewmarks.com

Pagel, David. “The sculptural riddles of Vincent Fecteau: What, exactly, do you see?” Los Angeles Times,
August 11, 2018.
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Submerged Forces
Whitney, Kay. “Submerged Forces: Vincent Fecteau.” Sculpture Magazine, March 2018, pp. 26-31.

Untitled (2 views), 2010. Papiermâché and acrylic, 81 x 69 x 46 cm.

© VINCENT FECTEAU, COURTESY MATTHEW MARKS GALLERY

Vincent Fecteau

Whitney, Kay. “Submerged Forces: Vincent Fecteau.” Sculpture Magazine, March 2018, pp. 26-31.

BY KAY WHITNEY

In The Shape of Time, anthropologist George
Kubler organizes a history of objects and
ideas from the perspective of innovation,
replication, and mutation from an original,
a “prime object.” Such prime objects can’t
be reduced to something else; they arise
from deep needs, not fashion, and they are
fundamental to their specific function. This
notion of prime objects, as applied to
the work of particular sculptors, describes
objects with affinities but no resemblances;
such objects are sui generis—entirely new
and different things. Such work, accomplished without fixed approaches or settled,
repetitive solutions to the same problem,
is not directly involved with art history,
the academies, stylistic trends, or market
popularity.

28

Vincent Fecteau, a 2016 MacArthur
Fellow, has been creating a body of work
bearing all the hallmarks of these orphans
and “primes.” He’s said that he has “often
fantasized about making a form that would
be so incomprehensible that it couldn’t
actually be seen.” His work is concurrently
simple and complex, naive and sophisticated, clumsy yet affecting. His quasiassemblages are collections of concavities
and convexities, intricately curled and
twisted forms that merge the geometric
with the biomorphic, the alien with the
familiar. Their painted surfaces often have
the texture and sensual appeal of coarse
sandpaper. The work evokes nests, caves,
and rooms, as well as various kinds of
furnishings and aspects of anatomy. Much
of Fecteau’s sculpture is omni-directional,
spurning notions of front, side, back, top,
or bottom. Most notably, his work is con-

cerned with how sculpture occupies architectural space and the physical circuit the
viewer must follow within that space to see
the full object.
Architectural historian Kenneth Frampton
coined the term “the poetics of construction” to describe the continuity of form, fabrication, and invention. Fecteau’s work is as
much about structure and construction as it
is about space and abstraction. It’s intensely
architectural—not only in terms of its physical nature, its expression of weight and
compression, but also in terms of its topography, its sense of relationship to the body
and the space surrounding it. As Fecteau
says, “I’m interested in the literal, material
object, and the way that it breaks down and
complicates one’s understanding of space.”
It’s possible to perceive his work as a series
of polarities: calm versus agitated, smooth
versus convoluted, exposed versus hidden,

Sculpture 37.2
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© VINCENT FECTEAU, COURTESY MATTHEW MARKS GALLERY

Untitled (2 views), 2011. Gypsum cement, resin clay, and acrylic, 41 x 61 x 60 cm.

© VINCENT FECTEAU, COURTESY MATTHEW MARKS GALLERY

formed versus formless. Though it is difficult
to maintain such tricky oppositions, the
power of Fecteau’s work lies in these polarized elements and properties or, at least, in
a combination of dissimilar ones. His aesthetic demands a delicate balance between
structure and the perception of space.
Although Fecteau’s work is spontaneous
and intuitive (to a certain extent), he does
not fumble his way into it. He takes a considered approach to inherently formless materials like cement, clay, and papier-mâché. He
buttresses the sticky muck of papier-mâché
over carefully selected objects and florists’
paraphernalia. After laying down numerous
layers of papier-mâché, he allows it to
harden, then cuts it up, reassembles it, and
eventually paints it. His fabrication process
is low-tech, hands-on, and intimate, resembling an outré version of model-making. The
results are both organic and architectural.
All of Fecteau’s works retain hints of the supports used in their construction: cardboard
florist’s boxes, foam, cardboard tubes, and
bowls. One group of sculptures is constructed over beach balls. After removal, the
thick, curved skin of papier-mâché was sliced
and reconfigured as Fecteau continued
to add, subtract, and glue sections together
with more layers of papier-mâché. The echoes
of his supports sometimes remain visible,
and sometimes they are so transformed that
they can no longer be identified. As he says,
“The material I work with needs to offer a
kind of resistance, and the final piece has to
be worked on directly by me.” The care with
which he plans the initial forms, including
materials, is more structural than “arty”; his
process is about cutting apart, reconfiguring, and gluing repeatedly. He claims not to
know how to weld, cast, carve stone, or
work with wood, choosing instead to work
with the cheapest materials he can find
to make large, paintable forms. While the
process is laborious, it results in forms only
permitted by a malleable material.
Fecteau’s use of color further complicates
his objects. His colors do nothing to inform
or clarify; instead, they compromise and
confuse the identity of the shapes, seemingly of the material rather than a layer on
Untitled (2 views), 2011. Gypsum cement, resin
clay, and acrylic, 37 x 61 x 55 cm.
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Whitney, Kay. “Submerged Forces: Vincent Fecteau.” Sculpture Magazine, March 2018, pp. 26-31.

Above: Untitled, 2016. Papier-mâché
and acrylic, 64 x 130 x 37 cm. Below:
Untitled, 2016. Papier-mâché and

tled. Fecteau also plays with faux finishes that suggest
dirt, shadows, or aging. Small blips and bumps that
remain from the process—drips, flecks, chips of papiermâché—are often retained and emphasized by the
color choices. He says, “I use color to accentuate or

© VINCENT FECTEAU, COURTESY MATTHEW MARKS GALLERY

acrylic, 63 x 146 x 41 cm.

top of it. Areas that may be convex or concave, curved or hollow, are emphasized or
underplayed depending on how the color
modifies the space. The always matte finish
may be monochrome or speckled and mot-
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disrupt forms and suggest or frustrate references. I’m interested in the way it can either
sit on the surface as decoration or actually
seem to generate form.” The colors themselves come from whatever he sees in his
surrounding environment.
These works have a life that’s made visible
on their surfaces—marks, dents, and faded,
uneven colorations that adorn or, conversely, blemish their surfaces. The inflected
skins emphasize the transitional nature
of the work. In fact, the very notion of “completion” is fluid—every object may be subject to another round of tampering or
tweaking. All of these aspects precede the
imagery, giving it an out-of-sync elegance
and human quality inextricably linked
to extreme abstraction. Fecteau’s sustained
engagement with his materials means that
his work depicts its own transformation. The
three most important aspects of the work—
its scale, structure, and image—are definite,
direct, and powerful. Even the physically
absent components thoroughly occupy
space; cavities, cutouts, and deep enfoldings
become centralized in a way that cements

peripheral parts into a single body. A hole
or large cutout might be off-center or at an
angle to the plane of the piece, there may
be edges or terraces around a single hole, or
the holes might be contradictory or in conflict. The position and number of holes, as
well as their inward paths, create a primary,
determining structure.
Fecteau presents his work in a way that
mirrors his method of fabrication—constructed additively from all sides—and he
employs three methods of display. There are
freestanding objects exhibited on pedestals
at or below eye level, wall-mounted bas
reliefs, and constructions that can be hung
on the wall in various ways (flipped from
“back” to “front” or rotated 180 degrees).
These “reversible” pieces are made without
a designated orientation, although one side
is always against the wall. Because the
holes and open spaces in what Fecteau calls
“360-degree pieces” allow you to peer
through them, these works have no materially defined borders—the room they’re in,
other pieces in the room, and other viewers
become part of the experience.

Fecteau has written about his desire to
create a “form that exists free of so-called
understanding and that operates in a purely
abstract maybe unconscious way.” His work
is, in fact, abstract to an extraordinary
degree—particularly when viewed within
the context of the past decade’s insistence
on topicality. It “definitely references other
art and periods, not to mention non-art
objects or forms that already exist in the
world. I don’t cultivate this aspect of the
work, but it’s inevitable, and this irritates
me at times.” Despite the seriousness of his
intentions and the formal beauty of the
work, there’s a loony, humorous, almost cartoonish aspect to it. This is partially a result
of his use of color and the humbleness of his
materials, but is also due to a fundamentally
forthright crudeness combined with craftsmanship. Ultimately, his interest lies not
so much in surface qualities but in the
expression of submerged forces—energy,
intention, the release of some truth that’s
only accessible through art-making.
Kay Whitney is a writer based in Los Angeles.

© VINCENT FECTEAU, COURTESY MATTHEW MARKS GALLERY

Untitled, 2016. Papier-mâché and acrylic, 55 x 125 x 55 cm.
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